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EXT. DORM - EVENING

Scene opens with GERALD waiting on CAM. GERALD is standing 
under a street light, looking at his watch.

CUT TO:

CU - G-SHOCK SHOWING 1:30 AM

GERALD
Damn... Where is Cam at? This 
movie's probably sold out already.

CUT TO:

LONG SHOT - IMPALA PULLING UP IN FRONT OF GERALD

CUT TO:

INT. CAR - CONTINUOUS

GERALD
Yo, Cam... You know - 

CAM
(looking at clock) Holy crap, 
man... Does that say 1?!?!

GERALD
(non-chalant) Yeah... That says 1.

CAM reaches in his pocket and pulls out his phone to check 
the missed calls.

CUT TO:

CU - PHONE SCREEN

CAM looks at a text message from COLIN that says to check 
his voicemail. CAM checks the voicemail.

COLIN (VOICEMAIL)
Yo, man! I been waitin' forever! I 
already walked halfway there. I 
swear if we miss Harry Potter I'ma 
kill you. I'll be at the top of the 
hill by the gym. Meet me there.

GERALD
What's up with Colin?

CAM
He's over by the gym. 'Bout to go 
get him.
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The car pulls off from the dorm.

CUT TO:

INT. CAR - CONTINUOUS

Inside the car, CAM and GERALD are listening to "Magical". 

CAM
Sorry about this. I didn't realize 
how late it was.

GERALD
It's cool. I just hope we can still 
see this movie.

As the car pulls up the hill, GERALD begins to talk.

GERALD
There's Colin right there.

COLIN is standing at the top of the hill, dimly lit by the 
surrounding lights. CAM gets out of the car and begins to 
walk toward COLIN as GERALD watches from the car.

CAM
My bad, man... I lost track of 
time.

CUT TO:

CU - COLIN HOLDING WAND

COLIN
Cameron Luck... Come to die!

COLIN shoots a green bolt at CAM. CAM dives out of the way 
and runs back to the car and takes cover behind the door.

COLIN
You can't run from me, Cameron. I 
know where you are.

CUT TO:

MEDIUM SHOT - CAM BEHIND CAR DOOR

CAM pulls a wand from his jacket and whips around the car 
door, shooting a red bolt back at COLIN. COLIN deflects it.

COLIN
You'll have to do better than that!

CAM shoots a second red bolt at COLIN and begins to run at 
him. COLIN deflects the speel, but fire flies up around him, 
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impeding his sight. CAM runs through the fire and tackles 
COLIN. COLIN apparates and the two end up by the 
Campaneille. Both of them are on the ground and sit up to 
their knees.

COLIN
I'm tired of these games! it ends 
here!

CAM
Colin! It was just a stupid movie!

COLIN
It's not JUST A STUPID MOVIE!!! 
AVADA KEDAVRA!

COLIN shoots another green bolt from his wand. At the same 
time, CAM shoots a red bolt from his wand. The two bolts 
clash in the middle. 

CUT TO:

GERALD runs up with the behind-the-scenes camera, screaming.

GERALD
Holy shit! I can't believe this!

As GERALD gets closer to the battle, the green and red bolts 
explode in a large burst of fire, knocking everyone to the 
ground. CAM and COLIN are back in normal clothes.

COLIN
Man, I don't know what just 
happened. I'm sorry.

CAM
Naw, it's my fault. Shoulda been 
here earlier.

GERALD
You gotta be shitting me.

CAM and COLIN get up and start walking away as GERALD keeps 
yelling.

GERALD
You're really just about to walk 
away like nothin' happened! Oh hell 
no! You better - 

GERALD is cut off by CAM and COLIN zapping him with a green 
and red bolt. GERALD hits the ground, unconscious.


